
Sweeper Attachment

Sweeper Attachments - AUSA forklifts offer utmost functionality and are truly popular for their highly modular, compact and
ergonomic design. They offer versatility and stability when handling loads on the job location and are considered extremely reliable.
With respect to other lift trucks, AUSA units have a large diameter of their wheels which helps to ensure favorable weight
suspension in the cab and in the forks. This allows the lift truck to produce an optimum working productivity over variable and rough
surfaces.

AUSA company headquarters are situated in Manresa, Spain which is located in the interior of the territory of Barcelona. The
manufacturing plant is likewise at this location and boasts a total surface area of over sixty four thousand square meters. AUSA has
subsidiaries situated in the China, UK, Germany, Madrid, France and Florida. The business exports more than 60% of the machines
they producer and sells its goods throughout 225 distributors all over seventy countries.

Each of the AUSA lift trucks is accessible outfitted along with an automatic hydrostatic transmission. This gives precision of
movement and automatic braking in deceleration of the forklift which gives this equipment an additional level of safety and
productivity. The hydrostatic transmission enables the operator to rapidly adjust to the forklift which is important when the load is not
easy to handle and whenever terrain conditions are complicated.

The operator cabin on the AUSA forklift is the only one on the market that is frontal-folded to permit efficient and easy access for
periodical maintenance. Highly modular, these cabins are offered soundproof closed, open or semi-closed. For northern weather
heated cabs are an alternative, plus, air conditioning is integrated in a rear post of the cabin. A wide range of attachments, tire
widths and grips are likewise offered so as to fit any of the forklift units.

AUSA is among the world's best in compact equipment, specializing not only in rough terrain forklifts but also urban sweepers, tool
carrier vehicles and site dumpers. With sales and service in over seventy nations within 5 continents and more than two hundred
sales depots globally, AUSA is an industry leader.


